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INTRODUCTION

Ao area of apprcximately 40,000 duaams (10'000 acres) of swamps aad a

lake in the oorthera part of the Jordan Basin ia upper Galilec was re-

claimed in the mid 1950's when the first stage of the Hula Draioage
project was completed. The area has since been under cultivation. However,

substantial parts of it suffer fron winter floods and additional drainage

projects are Dow being considered. The new project, now under plenning

and economic evaluation, is a complex system composed of several oulti-
stage subprojects. This paper develops the fram€work for the economic

analysis of one of ihese subprojects, namely, the drainage of the peat

soils area-
Peat soils form approximately one half of the draitred area- These soils

are very rich in organic materials-in some cases ovet 907oby volums-and
cultivation created conditions favorable to th€ir decompositioo- This

results in a gradual shking of the soils which progresses faster io some

parts of the valley than in others due to local conditions. The average rate

is estimated to be in the order of l0 cm per annum' This loss of topographic

elevation leads to aa increase in the area which is lower than the winter

t This work was carried out at the Center for furicukual Economic Research as

part of a project financed by the water corimission, the krael Ministry of Agricultwe-

ThaDks are due to D. Shoham, of the Tahal Co., for technical informatioo and co6t

estimates, to D. Yaroa and anonymous referees for valuable commeots and to I- Nun for

research assistatrce. Errors of omission and interpretation are ours.
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level of water in the main drainage caoals and is consequently subject to
flooding. The lower the area, the higher the probability of winter floods
and the damage to crops. It is expected that the sinking process will cootinue
for several decades, lowering the area by several meters.

The sinking process cao be controlled, to some extent, by special agri-
cultural methods but thcs€ are considered expensive in terms of foregone
income, and will probably not be used. Oo the other hand, the drainage
canals, cutting through the area" can be deepened to prevent water from
over0owing during the winter. This is the esseace of the flood control
projects now uoder consideration. Without going into technical details,
we make the simplifying assumption that the larger the itrvestmeat the
deeper tbe canals and the smaller the flood damages.

The peat areas have been surveyed and maps prepared showing the
available ioformation on the composition of soil material. The sinking
process can thus be forecast. We shall be able to estimate future floods
with the existing drainage system or any Dew ooe.

The economic problem that emerges is that of determining optimum
size and timing ef 16s drainage project. Since the sinking process is gradual
ard large projects have to be built in stages-for technical and financial
reasoos-we shall discuss not only the optimum size and timing of a single
project but also projects whose rate of construction is adapted to the rate
of sinkiog of the peat soils. Therefore, the model developed is an invest-
ment proc€ss whose puvpose is to mitigate worseaing economic conditions.
One can take as additional examples the rate of construction of highways
as a fuaction of everincreasing congestion costs, or investment in adver-
tising to remind the market of the existence of products which it otherwise
slowly forgets [5].

As the foregoing discussion indicates, the investment projects are
regarded as preveotive measures aod their contribution to the economy
is a rising functioa of the damage or loss they prevent. This connects our
analysis to Marglin's [3], who considered investment projects when
dsmand for their product is rising. At this stage, our aaalysis is, like his,
deterministic; which impties, for example, that we use expected values of the
flood damages, iDstead of their distributions, or assume complete know-
ledge of the investment projects and their effects. It will become clear
below that to some extent we also follow the model of capital accumulation
developed by Eisner and Strotz [2]. The theoretical part of the article is
general and applies to aoy case of capital accumulation with risiag marginal
product of capital. We prefer, however, to kecp the discussion specific
and to restrict it to the case of our particular flood control project. General-
ization should follow easily,

The following section presents notation aDd our assumptiotrs. Section 2
aoalyzes a single-stage drainage project, Section 3 deals with the m,^
stage posibility. A continuous investment process is introduced in
Section 4 and an application in Section 5.
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I Notations and Ass*rnptions

Derivatives are indicated by primes, time derivatives by dots.

t calendar time;

r rate of interest.
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The state

A

of the area is characteri zed by the following variables (see Fig. I ) :

maximum potential income from the area {in dollars). In &e
present study, this is assumed to be independer:t of time. The
assumption of a rising potential income can eaiily be incor-
porated [3].

deterioration of income due to sinking. Since deterir",ration is a
continuing process, we assume g > 0. Decompositica reduces
the peat soil area, uncovering mineral soil. The area t:rat sinks
is thus diminishing. We assume, therefore, that g S G.

actual inccrme if no flood-control measures are takr:"; . This
value can become negaiive but then, unless drainage i: im-
proved, the area should probably be abandoned.

c{t)

A's$)

The project is constructed gradually, invesrment adding to its size. Tn.:
florv of investment is, therefore, a measure of the rate of construction. The
size of the project is measured in terms of accumuiated investment. This
creates a difficulty since the cost of construction will usuaily depend on rhi
rate of investmeat. We shall distinguish between net and gross cost ([2],
p. 471). Only the firsi is added to the project and can serve as a measure of
its growth. This is the amount of "bricks" laid in the project, measured in
money term3. The gross cost depends in addition on the rate of construcrion.
This cost is the cost of laying the "bricks", including the value of the
"bricks" themselves. It should be emphasized that the distinction drawn is
artificial although the problem is real-very slow or very fast construction
will generally be more expensive than inyestment at some optimum pace.r

'The optimum rate of construction depends oo two compoocnts: (a) Thc sinking
rate-the demaad comporeot, aad O) the cost of investmeot as afunctiouof therateof
constructioo-the supply aspect.
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Thus let

lr(0 be the rate of construction (net cost) measured in dollars per
unit of time (a year, say).

Without loss of generality we assume that we start from a zera
size project, so that the size of the project at time I is

rv(0

60D is the gross cost of construction. As explained above, we assume
that@(*) > f,.

The income of the area is a function of time and of the size of the
project:

P(t, w) income in dollars fuer year).

In this work we assume (as did Marglin [3]) that the effect of the project
can be expressed by a function h(w), such that income is separable in the
form

P(t,w)-A-g(t)h(w,),

where

h(w) is the effective ffood control capacity of a project of size w and it is
assumed that

0 < i(w) S 1, i(0) : 1, h'(w) <,0, h"(w) > 0.

The assumptions on the signs of rhe first and second order derivatives of
A(w) are the usual production function assumptions. Engineers agree with
these too, although in practice one may encounter regions ofdecreasing costs
and it is not always easy to arrange subprojects in stages so that h',{w) > 0.
The effect of the function i(w) is illustrated graphically, for a special case,
in Fig. 1

we assume in the following that a flood-control project, once constructed,
will last foreover. As service life of projects of this kind, if properly main-
tained, is very long, this seems a reasonable assumption. Maintenance costs
are usually taken by engineers as a fixed percentage of investment outlays
and as such they may be inclirded in the construction costs and need not
be treated separately.

,: I $,G) dt.
0
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Special notation is adopted for the discrete multi-stage czrses:

r, date of construction of stage i(i : 1,2, "", n), 16 : 0,

wt size of project after the construction of stage i,
i

.r1 investment of stage i, so that o, : 
Er*r.

For simplicity, we assume a gloss cost function of ihe form x, + c (where

c is fixed cost per stage) for discrete cases.

2 A Single-Stage Proiect

Valuable insight is gained by starting the discussion with a single stage case.

A single stage project of size u, wili be constructed at time l, " l\'esent vaiue

of net income from the area is given by

tt a

.1,: i IA - g{,r)le-"'dt + ! i,t -c(r)n(wr)] e-"dt -(x' + c)e"-"tr (l)
0rr

Note that wt : xr.

y in (l) is to be maximized with respect to ,1 and to wl . since ,{ ie t:le

maximr:m annual income, y is bounded for positive r. The necessary ceii-

ditions for optimum timing and size are AyfAtr: Ayl7wr:0' Seccqr'

order conditions can be shown to hold.

y :0 - r(xr * c) : c(r1) [1 - h(*r)l. {2-;
Ltl

That is, investment will take piace when the (annual) interest cost will be

equal to the (annual) value of the damage prevented.

ov f .,,,,
ar, 

: o'- 
J 

s(r) h'{w') e-'t dt : -e-dr ' (3)

The integrand in (3) i, ,t 
" 

uoorrl value of the damage prevented by the

marginal dollar. The integral is thus the marginal value of the investment-

It equals, at the optimum, .$ 1 discounted from Ir.
3 lviltzbat u

32i
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There still remains the question whether to build or not and for this pur-
pose it will be useful to define:

,t
D=JtA-c|)je-rtdt;

0

@

E=JlA-s?)le-ndt;
tt
6

r = I lA - s(t) h(wr)l e-,, dt;
,t

G = (.x. * c) e-,t,.

The economic rent of the project R is the varue of the damage prevented.

X:F * E-G: f {g(r)lr - h{wr}l-r(x, + c)}e-,,dt. (4)

Two cases can be airtinguirn.o. In one of them-perhaps the flooding of
residential areac-the project should be constructed rvhenever the rent. R,
is positive. This will hanpen if jn rhe soluiior. of {2) aad (3) 0 < rr ( lc.
since by {2) the integrand in (a) is zero foi r: ir &nd non-negatire rbr
t 7 tr, since g 0. However, in our case there exists the aliernarire o;
abandoning the area-. Here th* r:riterion fcr cossti:$ction shoultl heF- G > 0 inote that dmay benegariveJ" if , < ii. thE area *iil *ot i:e
cultii'ated uatii rhe con:pletion ci the projecr ar i1 .

construction may have ro srart immediateiy lperhaps ibr poiitical rea-
sons); ontimum siee is then d.eiermined by soi.;ing (3i for ir :0. Simiiariy
if the soiution of (2) and (3.1 yierds r, < o iio this case g{r) shcuid be def;aed
f*r negative values of ,), esnstructicn should be immediate anci ci: the same
size as if /, : 0 was forced..

3 Mr-rlti-Stage Frojects

If division is possible, construction in stages may increase the efhciency of
the systena. Net income from an r,-stage project is

,-l tr+r
, : I I te - gQ] h(w,)l e-,t dt +

i:0 ll
n

- I (r,+ c) e-n'-
n-l

T u - g(t) h(w^)] e-'t dt
la

(5)
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For convenience we define here po : 0.

Remember, wt * ,fr*t : xl (i : l, ..., n), td[): l, fo : 0.

Again,

ev

=1- 
:0 --+ g(t,) lh(wr-r) - h(w,)}= r(xr + c) (i : 1, Z, .-.,n). (Oclt

(Since 16 : 0, this variable cannot be included among the pa.rameters of
maximization.)
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(i : l, 2, ...,n .* |J.

(7ai

iTbi

,l+ 1^^CYI
.- : 0 * i S(r) h'(w)e-'t dt : e-tr+t - e-d,cw, i

ii
s

oy j

-:-:- : g - | g(r) h'(.w^) e-,t dt : *e-,t..
I
I

/a

The system 16l and i7) is a ;et r-'isimultaneous equariilas. In practice ,:ne
m3)' encounter ca-Ees rlirich will ruake theu ""step-rr.-ise" solution possible.
Scrne exar:ples niii ijlustraie this point.

a.) Assume thar rhe size ci th* staqes is pre,cet*l'r::ja':d irhis ;liil be the situ-
etion in the application illustrated belowi. The i: opt:;-n,-r* riajng is deter-
nined b"v {6), rlarting from r, . Etuarr'orl {6) may be r=,-rirlen in rhe m*re
general forre

P(t , , x-,) -* Pt.t, , w; t) : ri-.yi * f,), {6"1

wbi;h emphasi:e': rhat a srage r,rrii he added tc the pre;jee: when the addi-
tic:laj ;ncor::e due to the pre.,,e;:itioc of damage is eq;riai l,r the inieresr rcst
ol the capital inr.'ested ai ihis stage.

'b) Ic another case, the sequence {t,} may be predetermi*ed, perhaps ir the
forrn l, : ,, or by an,v other pailem. Then the set (6) is voirtr aod (T can be
soived equation after equation, fr.cm w1 to lr,.

'quations (6) and (7) show thal rhe opiimum size of the project at point f,
depends, in general, on the planning horizon. It is instructive to note that
when either {w,i or {1,} is predetermined, the optimum size or timing of
investment is independent of the planning horizon.*

* This cooclusion holds only for linear cost functions aud not for &e geaeral fuoc-
tioa p(*).

3.
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An intuitive explanation for this is connected to the fact that a project
of size w, contributes by preventing damage during period (tt, t*r) and also
"delivers" a project of size wt at tt+r.

c) Aaother interesting case might be the one in which only the date of com-
pletion of the project, ro, is predetermined. Then one can go ,.backwards,,
from lr, fust determining wo then wo_, , tn_1, etc. This method of solution as
well as the previous ones can be interpreted as a dynamic programming
algorithm []. The recurrence relation for the present case (c) is

,t+ r

f(t,, w) : max { I te - g(r) h(w,)l e-,t dt
,Lva t t

- (x, + c) s-rtt * .f(tr*r, )einr)),
(8)

where -1i .',, w,) is the maximum present value of income if the multi-stage
project starts at ,r, and is constructed in n - i stages.

Dynamic programming can be applied to the numerical solution of the
system (6) and (7) even if these equations must be solved simultaneously and
not step-wise in the sense of points (a)-(c) above.

If the date of the final stage is predetermined, the number of stages is
dictated by the solution- If, on the other hand, n is given exogeneously, one
could search for the corresponding t,.

consider the simplest of the multi-stage projects-the two-stage case. The
single-stage project of section 2 can be obtained as the limit of the two-stage
project 8S /2 --r co. Thus, if the solution to the maximization of income from
the two-stage project yields r, < co, income from this project wiil be larger
than income from the single-stage case. This can be generalized to the
multi-stage case.

we may consider a multi-stage process with an infinite number of stages.
Then (6) and (7), expressing the necessary conditions for optimal invest-
ment, will form infinite sets of equations.

4 ContinuousConstruction

within the context of flood control projects, a continuous construction
model is perhaps only of theoreticar interest. However, it will be an appro-
ximate description of a multi-stage discrete model with small intervals
between the stages. The solution of the continuous investment case is concise
and one may wish to carcurate it to gain more insight into the solution of
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discrete models. In other cases (consider advertising) it may be a closer

description of realiry then the discrete model.
In the continuous case, we do not speak offixed costs, c, as in the discrete

case, but permit outlays associated with construction to be larger thail net

investment and depend on the rate ,rf investment" Thus $(d,) > f . We

start, however, with the case dpi,) : f' and mention the more generai, and

complicated, case iater.
Present value of net income, if d(*) : rv, is

- CO h{w) - w(t)) e-'t dt.

Maximizing y in (9), we use the calculus of variation ([1], p. 40). Let ff
stand for the integrand in (9), then by the Euler-Lagrange equation

AH d6H_ __ _ 0.dt 0w

we obtain
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(ei
€y:ilA
0

CW

-rA'{rr) : 
-s(,)

i 10)

(11)

The end point condition reduces in this case to

l*'-" : o'

which is automaticaliy satisfied.

From (I0!--since i'(w) is a monotonic functioeone can deduce the rate

of investment d,(r), once the explicir forms of the functions g(t) and h(w) arc
given. Equation (10) thus indicates the optimum path of the project's future
history.

Some further observations are noted below:

a) Condition (10) can also be obtained from (6)-the first order condition
for optimum timing in the discrete cas+-which can be rewritten as (re-
memberthatc:0)

wl-t - lat

Taking the limit of (11) BS w1-1 + l?r, \tre get (10). For a similar approach
in the context of dynamic programming see ([4], p. 231).
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b) The optimum initial size of the project, los at t6 : 0, is given by (10)
and it is such that

h'(wo\ - - +" \ v/ g(ro) '

Thus, the process will start with an initial investment of ws and then con-
tinue in the path dictated by (10).*t

c) It is important to remember that we found in this and other secrions
the conditions for maximum net income sp mini6sfl1 losses. Denoting by y*
the value of the integral in (9) when investment follows the optimum path
dictated by (10), the project will be economically justified only if
y+-ws20.

Note also that the element of the construction cost in (9) is
@@

I *r-" dt : -wo + J (rw) e-fr dt.
00

The right hand side of (12), obtained by integation by parts, is the dif-
ference between the service cost of capital invested in the project and the
initial investment, w6.

d) Differentiating (10) with respect to time one gets

w: (1 3)
lg(t)12 h"(w)

By assumption g ) 0, h"(w) > 0. So long as h"(w) < co and f > 0 we
have * > 0. That is, construction will proceed continuously. However; it
will stop when g : g.

The result, stating that ri, 2 0, is welcome, since the project cannot be
scrapped at a price, disinvestment-that is il, < 0, is meaningless.

e) In general, income from the area will not be constant. Diff"erentiating
A - eQ) i(w) with respect to time, assuming (10), we obtain the rate of
change of income along the optimum path

dlA - g(t)h(w)l : rw - th(r). (14)
dt

It is not clear what the sign of (14) is.

' Note that initial adjustment is here instantaneous. This is due to the assumption
of 0(*) : rl (compare with Eisner and Strotz [2D.

t Remember that we do not assume that a project of any size exists beforehand.
This point can easily be modified.

(12)

r!
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f) Part of the foregoing discussion indicates that this is a somewhat

degenerate case. Due to the linearity of the cost function in (9), the deri-

vative ri, does not appear in (10), and there is only one optimum path of
investment (see also point (6) in Section 3).

In the more general case, where @(*) is not a linear function of *, the
present value of the income is

o
y : I tA - cQ) h{w) - S(w)le-n dt.

0

The necessary condition for optimum path is

-O"Oi) ii + rQ'(w) + c(r) h'(w) : $,

I'ith the end condition

limd'(li,) e-n :0.

Further investigation of Eq. (16) has been deferred to a later work.

5 An Erample

The example presented in this section is based on preliminary date from
the Hula project and on some arbitrary assumptions. The analysis sho*ld
not be taken as a recommendation of any sort.

The pianned flood control project is divided into five stages (see Table ii.
The first stage, if constructed, will reduce the expected flooded area ;n
1969 from 4,999 dr to 1,589 dn. Cost of construction is* IL 1,540,000 or
lL 452 per dunary. Stage 2, if carried out in 1969, will reduce the expected

flooded area by 883 dn in that year, at a cost of IL 2,264 per dunam. The
marginal cost increases from stage to stage. This is consistent with our
assumption of h"(w) > A.

We assume a rate of interest of 10'l (81 capital cost and Zfl milnte-
nance). At this rate, the present value of a dunam of land "saved" from
the floods (in terms of expected value) is IL 1,282" Thus, according to the
Iast column of Table 1, only stage I should be constructed in 1969.

Information similar to that given in Table I was projected for the period
1969-2000 from technical data- Thus we could estimate future values of the

I IL 3.5 : $ 1; I dn : 0.25 acres.

(l s)

(16)

(17)
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TABLE T PROJECT DESCRIPTION (1969)

Stage ldenti- Cost of Cost of Expected Change in lv{arginal
ficatioo in Project (rr) Stage (xr) Value of Area Flooded Cost

Hula Project (IL'000) (IL'000) Flooded Area (tu) (Ilidn)
(dn)

Stage

0
I

2

3

4
5

Pres€nt state
59.I5
58.65

58.65 - 0.5

58.65 - 0.5+
s8.65 - 0.5++

I,540
3,539

4,963
7,ggg

II,IlO

1,540
1,999

1,424
? qrs
2 111

4,999
1,589

706

570

363

303

3,410 452
883 2,2&
136 10,471

247 14,130

60 53,700

Notes:

Costs are based on 1969 data;
Project's effect, in terms of area flooded, is for 1969;

I dunao: 0.25 acres;

Fixed costs c: 0.

$l:IL3.50.

functions g(t) and g(t) h(w). At this point, Eq. (6) was utilized to calculate
optimum ,, values. This analysis is carried out in Table 2. Potential income
from the project area is IL 6,691,000 per annum. If the project is not carried
out, the damage in 1969 will be IL 640,000. Construction of stage I in 1969

will contribute IL 437,000 of damage prevenrion at an interest cost of
IL 154,000. It should therefore be constructed immediately.

Stage 2 is to be constructed in 1977. This is the fust year in which the

annual value of the damage prevented by stage 2 will be higber than the

interest cost on the investment at this stage. Stage 3 will be constructed in
1987. The calculations were followed up to the year 2000, showing that
stage 4 will not be constructed in this period. The resulting income flows
were plotted in Fig. 1.

5 Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented a theoretical framework for the analysis of flood-
control projects in the Hula peat soils, and, we trust, for some other cases

as well. It serves as a starting point for further research and as a guide to the

empirical work which is now in progress.
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TABLE 2 : CONSTRUCIION PROCESS (Ili TI{OUSANDS OF ISRAELI POUNDS)

Year (t) 1959 791 r' 1987 2000

Present state-no construct 0n

Net income IA - e?)l
Damage fu(t)l

Stage I
Net income H - s(r) n(lrr)l
Damage [g(t)](wr)l
Damage preveated if stage constructed

Interest cost (rirl)

Stage 2

Net income lA - stt) h(w)l
Damage [e€l h(ta,)l
Damage prevented if stage constructed

IDterest cost (rx2)

Stage 3

Net income lA - gt,t) h(w)l
Damage fu(i) lti4J)
Damage prerented if stage constructed

Interest cost (rx3)

Stage 4
Net income lA - Stt) h(w.)l
Damage lg{t1h(w")l
Damage prevented if stage constructed

Itrterest cost (rx4)

Optimum size of Project (w,)

6,051 s,557

&o 1,134

6,488 6,301

203 390

45 I

154

6,500
l9l
199

200

4,852 4,129
1.839 2.561

5.;58
:a l

r,540 3,539

6,109 5,075

5 32 i ,616
t4l
rj'

5 tl:ii

1,6, :
,1

:9i
1.963 .1,963

Notes:

Potential income I A : LL. 5,691 ,000;
Damage prevented: P(tt, wi - P{t,, wr-r) : g(t,) lh(w;) - /r(w,)l;

Column headings show construclion dates, except for 2000;

A rate of interest r : 0.10 is assumed.

Further work in this study will be in three directions: a) The integration
of the analysis of the peat soils project with the analysis of tle rest of the

Hula Basin drainage system; b) The incorporation of elements of uncer-

tainty and accumulated information in the analysis; c) Extension of the

analysis of Section 4 to a rnore general cost function.
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lLxlos
7000

A-q(f )h(w)

'A-s(l)

1977 1987 20oo r

Fig. t. Future iacome flows ia project area
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